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• The dilemma of complexity
– How can we model complex systems, involving human dimensions?
What is the desirable level of model complexity?

• The dilemma of responding to evidence*
– Should our models be judged according to past data?

• The dilemma of uncertainty
– How can we account for the vast array of uncertainties in future
scenarios? Can we say something despite widespread uncertainties?

• The dilemma of relevance*
– What is the link between our models and the real world? Can/should
our models be used to inform decisions?
*these two dilemmas are « borrowed » from Rubinstein (2006)

What questions are we trying to answer?
•

How to meet humanity energy needs, given… fossil fuel depletion, population growth, the
need for development, climate change…?

•

What climate change will we face?
–
–

[How does the earth system respond to GHG emissions?]
What will/would/could be GHG emissions…
•
•

•

… if no mitigation action is undertaken?
… if such or such mitigation policy is implemented?

What will/would/could be the implications of such or such mitigation pathway?
–
–

Impact on growth/development for global regions? On employment? On poverty alleviation?
How would the energy mix evolve? What is the role of such or such technology?

•

Which mitigation target should we aim at?

•

What policy measures to reach a given mitigation target (with a least cost)?
–
–

Which value should be given to carbon?
Carbon tax, Emission trading systems, subsidies, standards…?

These questions have three common features:
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What method is relevant?
• 1973 First oil shock not anticipated by conventional
(econometric) methods
• Alternative method:
– Models to represent processes
– Scenarios to “explore”
potential futures

Projection for energy consumption in 2000,
done in 1972

What tools are we using?
Integrated Assessment Models (IAM)
Demography, Technologies,
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One canonical « aggregated » IAM – DICE
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« A question of balance – weighing the options on global warming policies », W. Nordhaus, 2008,
Yale University Press, New Haven & London
(http://www.econ.yale.edu/~nordhaus/homepage/Balance_2nd_proofs.pdf)
webDICE (http://webdice.rdcep.org)

What tools are we using?
Integrated Assessment Models (IAM)
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Production, Consumption…
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One “E3” IAM
Imaclim-R model
~1000 (10000?) equations
~1000 (10000?) parameters
~1 hour on a PC
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Waisman, H.D., Guivarch, C., Grazi, F., Hourcade, J.-C. 2012. ‘The Imaclim-R Model : Infrastructures, Technical
Inertia and the Costs of Low Carbon Futures under Imperfect Foresight.’ Climatic Change 114 (1), 101-120.

Two recurring questions
• Whenever I present one model, I get (at least) one of the two
questions/comments:
– Does your model include XXX?... XXX exists in the real world; if it is
not in your model, your model is not « good ».
– Does your model reproduce past data?... if it does not, it is not a
« good » model.

 The dilemma of complexity
– How can we model complex systems, involving human dimensions?
What is the desirable level of model complexity?

 The dilemma of responding to evidence
– Should our models be judged according to past data?

What is a model?
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And many
more…

What is the “good” level of complexity for a model?

What is the “good” level of complexity for a model?

versus
« the simplest climate model »
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Simplicity is the highest form of sophistication.
—Leonardo da Vinci

The trap of scale 1:1 maps
• Borges, "On Exactitude in Science":
« In that Empire, the Art of Cartography attained such Perfection that the map
of a single Province occupied the entirety of a City, and the map of the
Empire, the entirety of a Province. In time, those Unconscionable Maps no
longer satisfied, and the Cartographers Guilds struck a Map of the Empire
whose size was that of the Empire, and which coincided point for point with it.
The following Generations, who were not so fond of the Study of Cartography
as their Forebears had been, saw that that vast Map was Useless...»
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Modelling = choices and compromises
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Validating/Evaluating a model against
observations?

 The dilemma of responding to evidence
– Should our models be judged according to past data?

Models/projections are always wrong (?)

Validating/Evaluating a model against
observations?

• Is a model that reproduces past data a « good »
model?
– If we choose enough degrees of freedom, we will always
manage to « calibrate » a model to reproduce data
(overfitting)
– But does that make the model better to project future
evolutions of the system?
– A closed system?
– A system stable over time?
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Validating/Evaluating a model against
observations?
4 conditions for model validation
• Situations being modelled can be
observed and measured
• Situations being modelled must
exhibit a constancy of structure in
time
• Situations being modelled must
exhibit constancy across
variations in conditions not
specified in the model
• Ample data for making predictive
tests of the model can be collected

Hodges and Dewar (1992). Is it you or your model talking? A framework for model validation. RAND corporation.

Validating/Evaluating a model against
observations?
4 conditions for model validation
• Situations being modelled can be
observed and measured
• Situations being modelled must
exhibit a constancy of structure in
time
• Situations being modelled must
exhibit constancy across
variations in conditions not
specified in the model
• Ample data for making predictive
tests of the model can be collected

Energy-economy models
• Yes, with difficulty of long
timescales
• ?

• ?

• Yes, with limitations on data
availability and quality

DeCarolis et al. (2012). Energy Economics 34:1845--‐1853.

Approche descriptive vs. Approche normative:
ou la polysémie du mot « modèle »
« Modèles réduits »

vs.

« petites filles modèles »

M. Pareto croit que le but de la
science est de se rapprocher de plus
en plus de la réalité par des
approximations successives. Et moi,
je crois que le but final de la science
est de rapprocher la réalité d’un
certain idéal; et c’est pourquoi je
formule cet idéal.
Léon Walras

Trutnevyte, E. 2016. « Does cost optimization approximate the real-world energy
transition? » Energy 106 (juillet): 182-93.

Validating/evaluating a model?
If models cannot be formally validated… their performances can be evaluated
• Evaluation inside the « modeled world »
– Documentation and transparency (e.g. DeCarolis et al., 2012)
– Inter-model comparison exercices (e.g. Kriegler et al., 2014;…)
– « Diagnostics » of models (e.g. Schwanitz, 2013)

• Evaluation against historical data
– Hindcasting (retrospective simulation) (e.g. Guivarch et al., 2009; Trutnevyte,
2016)
– « Stylized facts » (e.g. Wilson et al., 2012)

• « Plausibility » tests of results
24

Inter-model comparison exercices
– The example of the Energy Modeling Forum (since 1976)

The role of technology
for achieving climate
policy objectives:
overview of the EMF 27
study on global
technology and climate
policy strategies

Kriegler et al., 2014

Throw in the towel?

What can we do with a model that is « wrong »?

•
•
•
•

No prediction/forecasting
Bring out « questions », « alerts »?
Highlight mecanisms/determining factors?
Quantify orders of magnitudes?

Le Principe Responsabilité (1979), Hans
Jonas (trad. Jean Greisch), éd. Flammarion, 1998

« La prophétie de malheur est faite pour éviter qu'elle se réalise ;
et se gausser ultérieurement d'éventuels sonneurs d'alarme en leur
rappelant que le pire ne s'est pas réalisé serait le comble de
l'injustice : il se peut que leur impair soit leur mérite. »

What can we do with a model that is « wrong »?

•
•
•
•

No prediction/forecasting
Bring out « questions », « alerts »?
Highlight mecanisms/determining factors?
Quantify orders of magnitudes?

But we do not need forecasting to make decisions…
• What results are robust?
• What are the uncertain factors that matter?
• What strategies are robust to uncertainties in these factors [future
technologies, demography…] …?

 The dilemma of uncertainty
– How can we account for the vast array of uncertainties in future
scenarios? Can we say something despite widespread
uncertainties?

What does “uncertainty” mean?

known

unknown

known

risk

uncertainty

unknown

-

« deep » uncertainty

Classification due to Franck Knight (Risk, Uncertainty and Profit, 1921) and J.M. Keynes (Treatise on Probability , 1921)

The prevailing approach to develop scenarios:
Story and Simulation

Overview of SAS (Story and Simulation) Approach to
scenario development (Alacamo, 2008)

1. Tell a story

2. Quantify with model

The prevailing approach to develop scenarios:
Story and Simulation
The SRES – Special Report on
Emissions Scenarios (Nakicenovic et
al., 2000)

“The A1 storyline and scenario family describes a future
world of very rapid economic growth, global population
that peaks in mid-century and declines thereafter, and the
rapid introduction of new and more efficient technologies.
Major underlying themes are convergence among regions,
capacity building, and increased cultural and social
interactions, with a substantial reduction in regional
differences in per capita income.”

SRES

SRES

SRES, some « controversies »
Accounting for uncertainty: assign probabilities to scenarios?

vs.

SRES, some « controversies »
Comparing with (short-term) data

Raupach M R et al. PNAS 2007;104:10288-10293
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Accounting for uncertainty: sensitivity analysis
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What would a 4°C world look like?
The diversity of socio-economic scenarios with high cumulative CO2
emissions

Damages from climate change and adaptation possibilities will depend on the future
climate

What would a 4°C world look like?
The diversity of socio-economic scenarios with high cumulative CO2
emissions

Damages from climate change and adaptation possibilities will depend on the future
climate, but also on future socio-economic worlds.

What would a 4°C world look like?
The diversity of socio-economic scenarios with high cumulative CO2
emissions

Damages from climate change and adaptation possibilities will depend on the future
climate, but also on future socio-economic worlds.

A « scenario discovery » algorithm, PRIM (clustering based on
variance analysis).
Uncover 4 scenario cluster or « families »:

What would a 4°C world look like?
The diversity of socio-economic scenarios with high cumulative CO2
emissions

Damages from climate change and adaptation possibilities will depend on the future
climate, but also on future socio-economic worlds.

What would a 4°C world look like?
The diversity of socio-economic scenarios with high cumulative CO2
emissions

Damages from climate change and adaptation possibilities will depend on the future
climate, but also on future socio-economic worlds.

Result: high emissions scenarios are not necessarily associated with high per capita
GDP growth, but can be associated with relatively low per capita GDP growth, if
counterbalanced by high population growth and/or slow energy intensity improvement
Implication: a high emissions world without high per capita GDP poses larger
challenges for financing capacities for mitigation actions, and for vulnerability, impacts
and adaptation

Decisions under deep uncertainty:
“robust decision making”
(adapted from Lempert et al., 2013).
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Ex. application:
- Long-term water management plans robust to climate uncertainty, South
California Inland Empire Utilities Agency (Lempert et Groves, 2010).
- http://www.rand.org/methods/rdmlab.html

 The dilemma of relevance
– What is the link between our models and the real world?
Can/should our models be used to inform decisions?

Aux Etats-Unis

http://www3.epa.gov/climatechange/
EPAactivities/economics/scc.html

Representing climate damages in IAMs

Representing climate damages in IAMs
Production:
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The damage function is (approximately) quadratic.
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Representing climate damages in IAMs
« Adding » damages on growth
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« Partitioning » damages between production and productivity (Moyer et al.,
2014; Dietz and Stern, 2015):
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Social cost of carbon estimates
Dietz and
Stern (2015)
(2015 values)

Moyer et al. (2014)
(2010 values)

Moore and Diaz
(2015)
(2015 values)

No damage on growth
(only on production)

16 US$/tCO2

16-120 US$/tCO2

33 US$/tCO2

Damage on growth

43 US$/tCO2

41-770 US$/tCO2
(5% share damages on TFP)
71-1300 US$/tCO2
(10% share damages on TFP)

220 US$/tCO2 (central
assumptions)
[50-2400 US$/tCO2]
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Thank you for your attention!
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